Using Layer Styles Blends
By Silvio Nocilla

In this tutorial you will learn how to:
•
•
•
•
•

Use Layer styles (Blending Options)
Use levels
Hue and Saturation
Modify selection
Use of Gaussian Blur to blur edges

This is what you will create

Step 1
The intent of this tutorial is to change the tree image from day to night add the moon image and place the
moon behind the tree.
For this tutorial we are going to use the following images; which you can find on www.learn-creative.com
download page.

Open both images in Photoshop and copy the Moon image and paste on top of the tree image. Temporary
hide the Moon layer this will enable us to see what is happening while modifying the tree image colour.
To hide the a layer click on the eye’s thumbnail on the left of the layer see image below to reveal the layer click
again in the same place.
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Once the layer is switched off make sure you select the tree layer and go to image>adjustment >levels and set
as follows:

This setting will ehnahce the blacks on the tree photo preparing our base to change from day to night.

Step2
Once the levels are set go to image>adjustment>hue and saturation or press CTRL+U on your keybaord, this
will show the hue & saturation editor box. Set as follows:
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Step3
Its time to set the moon behind the tree. Reveal the moon’s layer by clicking on the same place where we
clicked to hide the layer and make sure you select the Moon’s layer. In the layers panel at the bottom you can
see the small letters fx click and select blending options.

Here comes the magic, in the layer style editor box below you can see a sections where it says blend if: Gray

We need to manipulate the underlaying sliders. The underlaying sliders can be also set by half to do this you
need to press the ALT key on your keyboard and drag you can notice that the sliders will be divded by half.
Set as follows:
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At this stage you should have the following result:
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Step4
Lets refine the moon’s edges and create some glow. Load the moon’s selection, to load the moon selection
press CTRL on your keyboard and click on the moon’s thumbnail, note not on the moon’s layer but on the
thumbnail.

After you have loaded the seletion go to select>inverse and select>modify>expand input 2px. You can notice
that the selection overlapped the edge of the moon (by 2 pixels) now press delete on your keyboard to remove
the black outline achieving a clear blended edge. Keep the selction loaded go to modify>select >expand and
click OK keeping the same value (2px). This time instead of delete we are going to use the gaussian blur filter.
Go to filter>blur>gaussian blur and set the blur to 10 click ok.
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Step4
Last step is to create some glow. Make sure you are still on the moon’s layer , remove the selection and select
the layer styles options .From the layer style editor box select glow and set as follows:

Note you can use any colour you want to apply it on the glow. To change the colour double click on the
sample colour which usually is yellow and once the colour picker pops up you are free to use any colour you
want.
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Final Result
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